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XM-6015: Flame Retardant Heat Transfer Reflective Tape
Application instructions

EN469 and EN20471 standards set norms for high visibility work clothing and fire-resistant clothing. New reflective tape
XM-6015 made by XM SilverLine are fully complaint to these safety standards. You can use it for fr-clothing, where stitching of
reflective tape is not an option. Due to heat-transther method you can cut your reflective logo or a company name out of
XM-6015 reflective material and easily apply it to fr-clothing.
Reflection:

EN469, EN20471
500 cd/(lx м2)
Domestic wash, 50x at 60°C (140°F)

		
Color available:

Heat activated adhesive film
Silver
5 cm * 100 m. / roll

You dont need to have professional equipment to secure this tape on work clothes. All you need is an iron and a flat surface.
Another good thing is that retardant reflective tape XM-6015 is resistant to repeat washing. Certificates EN 20471 and EN 469
guarantee the preservation of reflective characteristics aven after 50 washes at a temperature of 60°C. To correctly apply
XM-6015 reflective tape to fr-clothing, please read these instructions.
Just follow them step by step.
High-Visibility & Protective Clothing
Work on a flat surface where garment heat and pressure can be applied
Do not heat transfer over seams and stitches.
Domestic Ironing
Heat Press

Areas of use:
Heat transfer:

Temperature

110-120°C

120-145°C

Time

15-20 seconds

10-12 seconds

Pressure

3-5 kg.

no pressure*

* When using heat press, please do not apply force to the press

1. XM-6015 can be applied to various kinds of fabrics: 100% cotton, polyester and blended fabrics.
2. To start, prepare a pieceof reflective tape XM-6015 the desired length, an iron (hot press) and a hard flat surface to
place clothing or fabric on.
3. Turn on the iron and set the heating temperature at about 120°C.
4. Place the tape XM-6015 adhesive side down to the fabric.
5. Put the iron on the tape and press. You will need about 15-20 seconds to achieve the desired result.
6. After bonding the tape, allow it to cool for 10-15 seconds. Now slowly remove the protective transparent film from one
side of the reflective tape.
7. Cover reflective tape that you just fixed on the fabric with a piece of cloth or paper. Once again upon it lot for 2-3
seconds a hot iron.
8. Carefully remove the piece of cloth or paper.
9. Done! Reflective tape XM-6015 has made your work clothes unique, noticeable and more safe!

